1.. Introduction {#s1}
================

One important issue for bioinformatics studies of virus genomes, especially of influenza viruses, is to develop a strategy to predict genome sequence changes that will become hazardous.^[@DSR005C1]--[@DSR005C3]^ The phylogenetic analysis based on sequence homology searches is a well-established and an irreplaceably important method for studying genomic sequences.^[@DSR005C4],[@DSR005C5]^ However, it inevitably depends on alignments of sequences, which is potentially error-prone and troublesome especially for distantly related sequences. This difficulty becomes increasingly evident as the number of sequences obtained from a wide range of species, including novel species, increases dramatically because of the remarkable progress of the high-throughput DNA sequencing methods. To address the difficulty and complement the sequence homology searches, we previously established an alignment-free clustering method BLSOM (batch-learning self-organizing map)^[@DSR005C6],[@DSR005C7]^ that can analyse a million sequences simultaneously on the basis of SOM originally developed by Kohonen and his colleagues.^[@DSR005C8],[@DSR005C9]^ SOM is a powerful unsupervised clustering method that provides an efficient interpretation of complex data, using visualization on one map. Unlike the SOM, the BLSOM depends on neither the data-input order nor the initial conditions, and therefore, is suitable for studying genomic sequences.

G + C% has been used for a long period as a fundamental parameter for phylogenetic classification of microbial genomes, including viral genomes, but the G + C% is apparently too simple a parameter to differentiate a wide variety of known microbial genomes. Oligonucleotide composition, on the other hand, can be used to distinguish the species even with the same G + C%, because the oligonucleotide composition varies significantly among the genomes and is called 'genome signature'.^[@DSR005C10]^ When we constructed a BLSOM for oligonucleotide frequencies in fragment sequences (e.g. 10 kb) from a wide variety of microbial species, sequences were clustered (self-organized) according to species. BLSOMs could recognize and visualize species-specific characteristics of oligonucleotide composition.^[@DSR005C6],[@DSR005C7]^ The alignment-free clustering methods, BLSOM^[@DSR005C11]--[@DSR005C13]^ and SOM,^[@DSR005C14],[@DSR005C15]^ have been successfully applied to phylogenetic classification of a large number of microbial sequences obtained by metagenome studies of environmental and clinical samples. Here, we have analysed influenza A viruses, including those of the pandemic H1N1/09,^[@DSR005C16]--[@DSR005C18]^ with BLSOM and developed a strategy for predicting directional sequence changes in influenza A viruses. This strategy should be widely applicable for other zoonotic viruses. Introduction of BLSOM into viral genome studies can undoubtedly provide a powerful tool for efficiently extracting profound knowledge from a vast number of viral genomic sequences obtained by high-throughput sequencers currently available.

2.. Materials and methods {#s2}
=========================

2.1.. Viral genome sequences {#s2a}
----------------------------

A total of 43 831 virus sequences analysed in Fig. [1](#DSR005F1){ref-type="fig"}A were obtained from the DDBJ Genome Information Broker for Viruses (GIB-V; <http://gib-v.genes.nig.ac.jp/>),^[@DSR005C19]^ and a total of 59 512 segment sequences derived from 7439 influenza A virus strains were obtained from the NCBI Influenza Virus Resource (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/FLU/>).^[@DSR005C20]^ Figure 1.Oligonucleotide-BLSOMs for virus genome sequences. (A) BLSOM was constructed for tri- or tetranucleotide composition (Tri or Tetra) in 1- or 0.5-kb fragment sequences from 42 957 virus genomes. Lattice points that include sequences from more than one phylogenetic family were indicated in black, and those containing sequences from a single phylotype were indicated in a colour representing the phylotype described by the DDBJ GIB-V (see the legend of [Supplementary Fig. S1](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/dsr005/DC1) for the phylotypes). (B) Influenza Di, Tri, or Tetra: di-, tri-, or tetranucleotide BLSOM was constructed for 5350 strains of influenza A virus including 167 H1N1/09 strains isolated in the early stage (April and May) of the 2009 pandemic. Lattice points containing sequences from strains isolated from more than one host were indicated in black, and those containing sequences from one host were indicated in a colour representing the host shown at the bottom of (B): avian (1948 strains), human (2788 strains), swine (249 strains), equine (68 strains), and other hosts (130 strains); human H1N1/09 (167 strains) was separately coloured and indicated with an arrow. (C) Tetra Hum Sub (human subtype): on the tetra-BLSOM presented in (B), each human virus subtype was specified in a colour representing the subtype (H1N1, H1N1/09, H2N2, H3N2, H5N1, H7, H9) shown at the bottom of Tetra Hum Sub, and territories of other hosts were achromatic. Avi Sub (avian subtype): each avian subtype was specified in a colour representing the subtype (H5N1, H5N2, H6N1, H7N2, H9N2, others) shown at the bottom of Avi Sub, and territories of other hosts were achromatic. The zone representing the minor human territory representing H1N1/09 (achromatic) was indicated with an arrow to help recognize its position for reference. Avi Sub near Hum Sub : avian subtype strains that were in a close proximity to human, swine, or pandemic H1N1/09 territory were specified by a colour representing both the subtype and the geographical information of isolation (H5N1 isolated in Russia, H5N2 in Minnesota (MN), H6N1 in Taiwan, H7N2 in New York (NY), H9N2 in Israel, other avian strains) shown at the bottom of Avi Sub near Hum Sub.

2.2.. Batch-learning self-organizing map {#s2b}
----------------------------------------

SOM is an unsupervised neural network algorithm that implements a characteristic non-linear projection from the high-dimensional space of input data onto a two-dimensional array of weight vectors.^[@DSR005C8],[@DSR005C9]^ We modified the conventional SOM for genome informatics to make the learning process and resulting map independent of the order of data input, and established a BLSOM.^[@DSR005C6],[@DSR005C7],[@DSR005C21]^ The initial weight vectors were defined by principal component analysis instead of random values. BLSOM learning for oligonucleotide composition was conducted as described previously.^[@DSR005C6],[@DSR005C7]^ BLSOM learning for synonymous codon usage and visualization of diagnostic codons for the category separation were conducted as described by Kanaya *et al*.^[@DSR005C21]^ BLSOM program was obtained from UNTROD, Inc. (<y_wada@nagahama-i-bio.ac.jp>).

3.. Results and discussion {#s3}
==========================

3.1.. Oligonucleotide BLSOM for all virus genome sequences {#s3a}
----------------------------------------------------------

To test the clustering powers of BLSOM for large numbers of sequences from a wide variety of virus genomes, we initially constructed BLSOM with tri- and tetranucleotide frequencies in all 1-kb fragment sequences (ca. 200 000 sequences) from 42 957 virus genomes, which have been compiled and classified into 79 phylogenetic families by DDBJ GIB-V^[@DSR005C19]^ (Fig. [1](#DSR005F1){ref-type="fig"}A). Lattice points that contained sequences from one phylogenetic family are indicated in colour, and those that included sequences from more than one family are indicated in black. A major portion was coloured, showing a major portion of sequences to be self-organized according to phylotype; ∼80 and 86% of lattice points had sequences from one phylotype on tri- and tetra-BLSOMs, respectively. Notably, no information in regard to phylotype was given during the BLSOM calculation. Tetra-BLSOM for 0.5-kb sequences (ca. 4 000 000 sequences) also showed a clear clustering according to phylotype, with a slight reduction (∼5%) in the separation (Fig. [1](#DSR005F1){ref-type="fig"}A); tri-BLSOM for 0.5-kb sequences is presented in [Supplementary Fig. S1](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/dsr005/DC1).

3.2.. Oligonucleotide BLSOM for influenza A virus genomes {#s3b}
---------------------------------------------------------

We next analysed influenza A virus sequences available from Influenza Virus Resource^[@DSR005C20]^ in NCBI. Influenza A virus genome is composed of eight segments, each of which encodes primarily one protein. Genome sequences from a total of approximately 7400 strains were available even when we focused on strains for which all eight segments were sequenced, and approximately 2300 strains corresponded to the new pandemic H1N1/09. The direct target of natural selection is a virion containing a full set of the eight genome segments, and analyses at the genome level should provide valuable information for characterizing individual strains. Viruses are inevitably dependent on many host factors for their growth (e.g. pools of nucleotides, amino acids and tRNAs), and at the same time have to escape from antiviral host mechanisms such as antibodies, cytotoxic T cells, interferons, and RNA interferences.^[@DSR005C22]--[@DSR005C25]^ Actually, mononucleotide compositions and codon usage biases in influenza A virus genomes were shown to differ between strains isolated from human and avian sources.^[@DSR005C26],[@DSR005C27]^

To clarify the host-dependent characteristics of influenza A virus sequences with BLSOM, di-, tri-, or tetranucleotide frequencies in eight genome segments of virus strains were summed up for each strain, and BLSOM was constructed with the summed frequency for each strain. The merit of the present sequence data set of viral genomes was to include those from the H1N1/09 strains isolated in an early stage of the new pandemic, which was caused by a new virus invasion from other hosts. To specifically study sequence characteristics of the strains isolated in the early stages, we first analysed the data set only including approximately 170 H1N1/09 strains that were isolated from April to May in 2009 (Fig. [1](#DSR005F1){ref-type="fig"}B). Lattice points containing virus strains isolated from one host species were indicated in a colour representing the host and those containing strains isolated from more than one host were in black. Without information with regard to the host during the BLSOM calculation, strains isolated from avian (red) or human (light green) were clustered, forming a large contiguous territory on each BLSOM. This showed host-specific characteristics of oligonucleotide composition and was consistent with the observation of Rabadan *et al*.^[@DSR005C2][@DSR005C6]^ that mononucleotide compositions in influenza A virus genes differed between strains isolated from human and avian sources.

Notably, a minor human territory (dark green and indicated by an arrow) appeared, which was separated from the major human territory representing human seasonal strains and surrounded by avian, equine, and swine territories on each BLSOM. This minor human territory was composed of the pandemic H1N1/09 strains, which have resulted from genetic re-assortment between the recently circulating swine H1 viruses in North America and the avian-like swine viruses in Europe.^[@DSR005C17],[@DSR005C18]^

To further investigate human virus subtypes other than the H1N1/09, lattice points that contained human seasonal viruses of one subtype on the tetra-BLSOM (Tetra in Fig. [1](#DSR005F1){ref-type="fig"}B) were specified with one colour representing the subtype (Hum Sub in Fig. [1](#DSR005F1){ref-type="fig"}C). Human seasonal H1N1 (light blue) and H3N2 (dark blue) were clearly separated from each other. In contrast to the compact minor territory of H1N1/09 (dark green, arrowed), human H5N1 strains (red) were rather scattered within the avian territory (achromatic in Hum Sub in Fig. [1](#DSR005F1){ref-type="fig"}C). This should show that these human H5N1 strains jumped to humans but were not able to spread from human to human,^[@DSR005C24]^ and therefore, they had characteristics of avian viruses. These human H5N1 strains were more separated from the swine and human territories than H1N1/09 strains, and this difference may relate with their infection power in the human and swine populations.

In order to identify avian strains that were located near the swine and human territories, we next marked lattice points containing sequences from one avian subtype by one colour (Avi Sub in Fig. [1](#DSR005F1){ref-type="fig"}C). Avian subtypes were clearly separated from each other. Some avian strains were in closer proximity to human or swine territory than the human H5N1 strains already known (Avi Sub near Hum Sub in Fig. [1](#DSR005F1){ref-type="fig"}C); for example, H5N1 isolated in Russia (red), H6N1 in Taiwan (yellow), H9N2 in Israel (brown), H5N2 in Minnesota (violet), and H7N2 in New York (light blue). These strains should have oligonucleotide compositions more similar to those of human and/or swine viruses than the known human H5N1 strains. This similarity may reflect in part their evolutionary histories, during which the virus themselves or their segments have changed hosts. If so, the similarity is of particular interest with regard to potential infection powers in human and/or swine populations when these strains invade these populations. The finding that the H1N1/09 strains were located in a closer vicinity of both swine and human territories than the H5N1 strains isolated from humans on BLSOM was consistent with this view, although much more data of new pandemics of various subtypes should be needed before proving this view. Even when analysing a large number of strains, BLSOM could effectively visualize and characterize, from various angles, the strains with peculiar characteristics, on which experimental and/or medical research groups will focus their interests. In the present study, strains isolated from various avian hosts (e.g. chicken, duck, mallard and turkey) were grouped into one category. In the near future, a large number of strains isolated from various avian hosts will be sequenced because of importance both in medicine and in chicken and cattle industries, and difference in oligonucleotide composition might be detectable for different avian hosts on BLSOM.

In order to clarify an overall feature of the H1N1/09 pandemic, we next investigated the data set including all 2300 H1N1/09 strains available (Fig. [2](#DSR005F2){ref-type="fig"}). Again, host-dependent separation of strains was observed, and 2300 H1N1/09 strains formed a large contiguous territory on all BLSOMs (Fig. [2](#DSR005F2){ref-type="fig"}). This showed that even at the late stage of the 2009 pandemic, H1N1/09 strains had sequence characteristics distinct from human seasonal strains. To analyse possible changes that might occur during this pandemic period, strains isolated in the very early stage (April), the middle stage (August), and the later stage (December) in the 2009 pandemic were separately marked in pink in Fig. [2](#DSR005F2){ref-type="fig"}. In the very early stage (April), a major portion of the strains were located in the vicinity of avian and swine territories, but in the later stage (December), strains near the avian territory became a minority and a major portion moved towards the human territory, indicating directional sequence changes. Dispersion within the H1N1/09 territory for strains isolated at the same pandemic stage appeared to reflect primarily their geographical differences. Figure 2.Oligonucleotide-BLSOMs for all influenza A virus sequences. Di, Tri, or Tetra: BLSOMs were constructed for di-, tri-, or tetranucleotide composition in genome sequences from influenza A viruses including all 2256 H1N1/09 strains (arrowed), and lattice points were coloured as described in Fig. [1](#DSR005F1){ref-type="fig"}B. April, August, or December: lattice points containing the H1N1/09 strains isolated in April, August, or December were coloured in pink in the H1N1/09 territory, and lattice points in the territories other than the H1N1/09 territory were coloured as described in Fig. [1](#DSR005F1){ref-type="fig"}B.

3.3.. Host-specific codon biases {#s3c}
--------------------------------

Synonymous codon choice sensitively reflects constraints imposed on genome sequences and thus provides a sensitive probe for searching for molecular mechanisms responsible for the constraints, e.g. genome G + C% and tRNA composition in the cases of micro-organisms.^[@DSR005C28]--[@DSR005C31]^ We previously found that BLSOM efficiently detected species-specific codon-choice patterns of micro-organisms, resulting in self-organization of genes according to microbial species.^[@DSR005C21]^ Furthermore, in the case of genes horizontally transferred relatively recently, codon choice reflected primarily that of the donor, but not the recipient, genome. We next constructed BLSOM for synonymous codon usage in influenza A virus genes including genes from the H1N1/09 strains isolated in the early stage of the 2009 pandemic (Fig. [3](#DSR005F3){ref-type="fig"}A); in order to know codon biases for each strain, codon usages in eight genes were summed for each strain. Human and avian territories were again clearly separated from each other, and human H1N1/09 strains (arrowed in Fig. [3](#DSR005F3){ref-type="fig"}) were again separated from the major human territory and surrounded by avian, equine, and swine territories. Synonymous codon-choice patterns of newly invading viruses, such as H1N1/09, should be close to those of the original host viruses, at least for a period immediately after the invasion. Figure 3.Codon-BLSOM. (A) Codon: BLSOM was constructed for synonymous codon usage in approximately 34 000 genes from influenza A strains including H1N1/09 isolated in the early stage (April and May), as described by Kanaya *et al*.,[@DSR005C21] and lattice points were indicated in a colour representing the host as described in Fig. [1](#DSR005F1){ref-type="fig"}B. Occurrence levels of seven codons, which were diagnostic for host-specific separation, were indicated with different levels of two colours: pink (high), green (low), and achromatic (intermediate) as described by Kanaya *et al*.[@DSR005C21] Because the synonymous codon usage was analysed, two codons belonging to each two-codon box gave the complementary patterns, and therefore, the pattern of one codon was listed for those belonging to two-codon boxes. (B) Codon: BLSOM was constructed for synonymous codon usage in approximately 60 000 genes from influenza A strains including all H1N1/09strains, and lattice points were indicated in a colour representing the host as described in Fig. [1](#DSR005F1){ref-type="fig"}B. (C) Occurrence levels of four diagnostic codons in the Codon-BLSOM presented in (B) were indicated as described in (A). Scale for the occurrence levels in (A) and (C) was indicated in the colours shown at the bottom of (C). (D) Retrospective time-series changes for human subtype strains (H1N1 and H3N2) on the Codon-BLSOM presented in (A). A zone for H1N1/09 or equine strains was additionally marked for reference to help recognize the position in Codon-BLSOM in Fig. [1](#DSR005F1){ref-type="fig"}A. Each strain was indicated in the colours shown at the bottom of (D).

Because viruses depend on many cellular factors for their growth, codon choice will most likely shift towards the pattern of seasonal human viruses during many infection cycles among humans. If so, the direction of sequence changes in H1N1/09 in the near future is predictable, and this should be testable because of the high mutation rate and short generation time of influenza A viruses.^[@DSR005C24],[@DSR005C32]^ By analysing retrospective changes of codon bias of human seasonal H1 and H3 strains isolated before 2006, Wong *et al*.^[@DSR005C27]^ found the overall reduction of G + C% during course of their evolutions. To examine whether the codon choice in H1N1/09 strains also changed even within the 2009 pandemic, we constructed codon-BLSOM in which genes from all 2300 H1N1/09 strains were included and marked strains isolated in the very early stage (April), the middle stage (August), and the later stage (December) separately in pink (Fig. [3](#DSR005F3){ref-type="fig"}B). A major portion of the strains isolated in the very early stage (April) was located in the vicinity of the avian territory but a major portion in the later stage (December) was apart from the avian territory, as found in the tetra-BLSOM (Fig. [2](#DSR005F2){ref-type="fig"}), supporting the directional sequence changes.

3.4.. Diagnostic codons for host-specific clustering {#s3d}
----------------------------------------------------

We next attempted to identify codons that will change their occurrence levels during the course of the H1N1/09 evolution. BLSOM provides a powerful ability for visualizing diagnostic codons or oligonucleotides that contribute to self-organization of sequences according to hosts.^[@DSR005C6],[@DSR005C7],[@DSR005C21]^ In Fig. [3](#DSR005F3){ref-type="fig"}A, the frequency of each codon in the representative vector at each lattice point was calculated and sorted according to the frequency, and this rank order was represented at different levels in colours pink (high) and green (low) for each codon, as described previously.^[@DSR005C21]^ Transitions between the high and low ranks often coincided with host territory borders, and seven examples of the codons diagnostic for host separation were presented (Fig. [3](#DSR005F3){ref-type="fig"}A). Clear difference was observed between human and avian territories for these seven codons. Minor differences in the pattern between codons were observed mainly for swine and equine territories. For example, AAG was preferred in the avian territory but neither in a major portion of the human territory nor in the equine territory, which was specified in yellow in the 'Codon\' panel in Fig. [3](#DSR005F3){ref-type="fig"}A. In the cases of CAG and UUC, these were preferred in both the avian and equine territories, but not in a major portion of the human territory.

In Table [1](#DSR005TB1){ref-type="table"}, all diagnostic codons for the separation between human and avian territories were summarized. When we focused on diagnostic codons (Codon in Table [1](#DSR005TB1){ref-type="table"}), one simple tendency was observed. Codons ending with G or C were more favourable for the avian strains than the human strains. This supported the previous observation of codon biases found by Wong *et al*.^[@DSR005C27]^ in their analyses in which individual genes were analysed separately with Corresponding Analysis. Confirmation of the previous finding concerning codon usage with the BLSOM method showed the reliability of this new method. The G + C% effect was most apparent in two-codon boxes (Table [1](#DSR005TB1){ref-type="table"}, Fig. [3](#DSR005F3){ref-type="fig"}A). This was also observed for many codons in four- or six-codon boxes, but there were few exceptional cases, such as codons 'GCA' preferred in the avian territory and 'UUG' preferred in the human territory (Table [1](#DSR005TB1){ref-type="table"}), indicating the presence of constraints other than the G + C% effect. Table 1.Preferred codons and oligonucleotides in avian or human virusesPreferred in avian virusesPreferred in human virusesCodon***AAG***, ***CAG***, ***CUC***, CUG, ***GCA***, GCG, GUG, ***UCG***, ***UUC**AAA***, ***ACU***, AGA, ***CAA***, ***CCU***, ***GUU***, UCA, ***UUA***, ***UUG***, ***UUU***Di***AG***, ***CG***, CU, ***GA***, ***GG***AA, ***UU***TriACG, AGG, CAG, ***CCA***, CGU, GAG, GCA, ***GCG***, GGA, ***GUG***, UCC, UCUAAA, ***AUU***, UAA, UCA, ***UUA***, ***UUU***TetraACGC, ***ACGG***, ***AGAG***, ***AGCG***, ***CCAC***, CGAG, CGGA, ***CGGC***, CUUC, ***GACU***, GAGC, GAGG, GCAG, GGAG, ***UCUU***, UGUG, ***UUCG**AAAA***, AAAU, AAGU, AUUA, AUUU, ***CAAA***, CCAU, CUUU, GGCC, ***GGGG***, ***UGUA***, ***UGUU***, ***UUAA***, UUAU, UUCA, ***UUGU***, ***UUUC***, ***UUUG***, ***UUUU***[^3]

Notably, for many diagnostic codons, H1N1/09 strains (arrowed) had the avian-type preference rather than the human-type preference (Fig. [3](#DSR005F3){ref-type="fig"}A). In Table [1](#DSR005TB1){ref-type="table"}, to specify this characteristic codon preference in the H1N1/09 strains, codons preferred in both H1N1/09 and avian strains are indicated in bold italic letters in the column 'Preferred in avian viruses', and codons preferred in seasonal human viruses, but not in H1N1/09, are indicated in bold italic letters in the column 'Preferred in human viruses'. Adaptation of codon choice to a new cellular environment (e.g. host body temperature and cellular factors) may be a process for a newly invading virus to establish continuous and efficient infection cycles among humans by increasing fitness.

Next, we analysed diagnostic codons for the host-specific separation found in the codon-BLSOM in Fig. [3](#DSR005F3){ref-type="fig"}B, which included all 2300 H1N1/09 strains, and presented four diagnostic examples in Fig. [3](#DSR005F3){ref-type="fig"}C. Codon preference in the H1N1/09 territory (dark green, arrowed) was again similar to that of the avian territory but not of the human territory, showing that even in the late stage of the 2009 pandemic, the codon bias in the H1N1/09 genes did not reach the level found for a major portion of human seasonal virus genes. Uneven pink and green levels were observed within the H1N1/09 territory, and this presumably represented in part the sequence changes accumulated during the 2009 pandemic.

3.5.. Diagnostic oligonucleotides for host-specific clustering {#s3e}
--------------------------------------------------------------

To identify the oligonucleotides that may change their occurrence levels after the present new virus invasion into human populations, we next identified diagnostic oligonucleotides for host-specific separation on the di-, tri-, and tetranucleotide BLSOMs, which were constructed for the data set including only the 170 H1N1/09 strains isolated in the early stage. Three examples of diagnostic dinucleotides for the host-specific separation on the dinucleotide BLSOM (Di in Fig. [1](#DSR005F1){ref-type="fig"}B) are presented in Fig. [4](#DSR005F4){ref-type="fig"}A, seven examples of diagnostic tetranucleotides are presented in Fig. [4](#DSR005F4){ref-type="fig"}B, and seven examples of diagnostic trinucleotides are presented in [Supplementary Fig. S2](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/dsr005/DC1). All diagnostic di-, tri-, and tetranucleotides for the separation between human and avian territories are summarized in Table [1](#DSR005TB1){ref-type="table"}. Two sorts of distinct tendency were immediately apparent: (i) G- and C-rich oligonucleotides were more favourable in avians than in humans. This G + C% effect was previously reported by Rabadan *et al*.^[@DSR005C26]^ (ii) Oligonucleotides containing AG, CG, or GA dinucleotides were more favourable in avians than in humans. The observation about the CG dinucleotide was consistent with the previous finding by Greenbaum *et al*.^[@DSR005C33]^ that human viruses exhibit a lower CG dinucleotide content than avian viruses. Most of diagnostic di- and trinucleotides could be explained by the above two rules, but there were various exceptional cases for tetranucleotides, indicating the presence of factors other than the two rules. For example, as observed in Fig. [4](#DSR005F4){ref-type="fig"}B, GGGG, a tetranucleotide composed only of G, was preferred mainly in the human territory, whereas UCUU, a tetranucleotide rich in U, was preferred mainly in the avian territory. In the case of interaction of viral components with host factors (e.g. host proteins), oligonucleotide compositions, rather than the mononucleotide composition, will become important, because interactions with host factors primarily depend on oligonucleotide sequences. This should also be true in considering escape processes from host antiviral mechanisms. BLSOM for oligonucleotide composition should provide valuable information to experimental studies of adaptation mechanisms, such as interactions between viral and host factors. Figure 4.Diagnostic di- or tetranucleotides for host-specific separation. (A) Di: dinucleotide-BLSOM listed in Fig. [1](#DSR005F1){ref-type="fig"}B. Occurrence levels of three dinucleotides, which were diagnostics for host-specific separation, were indicated with different levels of two colours as described in Fig. [3](#DSR005F3){ref-type="fig"}A. (B) Tetra: tetranucleotide-BLSOM listed in Fig. [1](#DSR005F1){ref-type="fig"}B. Occurrence levels of seven diagnostic tetranucleotides were indicated with different levels of two colours as described in Fig. [3](#DSR005F3){ref-type="fig"}A. Scale for the occurrence levels was indicated in the colours shown at the bottom of this figure.

Notably again, H1N1/09 strains (arrowed in Fig. [4](#DSR005F4){ref-type="fig"}) have characteristics of avian, rather than of human, strains. In the 'Preferred in avian viruses' column in Table [1](#DSR005TB1){ref-type="table"}, oligonucleotides that were preferred in both avian and H1N1/09 strains, but not in human seasonal strains and thus have the potentiality for decrease in H1N1/09 genomes in the near future, are indicated in bold italic letters. Similarly, oligonucleotides that were preferred in human seasonal viruses, but not in H1N1/09 and thus have the potentiality for increase in H1N1/09 genomes in the near future, are indicated in bold italic letters in the 'Preferred in human viruses' column. Searches for nucleotide positions in H1N1/09 genomes with the elevated potentiality of directional changes within antigenic sites,^[@DSR005C1]--[@DSR005C3]^ antiviral drug-binding sites^[@DSR005C34],[@DSR005C35]^ and sites affecting virus growth and virulence^[@DSR005C24],[@DSR005C32]^ will provide valuable information for predicting possible H1N1/09 descendant sequences that may present potential hazards. Although protein sequences evolve undoubtedly under the selection on protein sequence, consideration at the nucleotide sequence level is also important. For example, when a certain nucleotide position with an elevated potentiality of the directional changes is the position responsible for coding the amino acid in a certain antigenic site, the probability of this amino acid change is expected to be higher than that for other amino acids in this or other antigenic sites. Additionally, if a certain H1N1/09 strain isolated in a certain geographical area has, in an antiviral drug-binding site, an oligonucleotide with the elevated potentiality of the directional changes, the strains and the area may be counted as a potentially hazardous strain and area. This type of information obtained by informatics methods will become increasingly important in accord with the increase of nucleotide sequences obtained from a wide variety of virus strains.

3.6.. Retrospective time-series changes visualized for human viruses {#s3f}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Invader viruses will change their sequences on balance between a stochastic process of mutation and selection pressure derived from various constraints, including constraints from hosts. As a model case to study the virus evolution after changing hosts, the 2009 pandemic was very informative because genomes of a large number of strains isolated in various stages, including those isolated in the very early stage, were sequenced. The finding that even in the late stage in the 2009 pandemic the H1N1/09 strains had the characteristics appreciably distinct from human seasonal viruses (Figs. [2](#DSR005F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#DSR005F3){ref-type="fig"}B) indicated that the sequence changes had not reached the presumable equilibrium state, which represented the sequence characteristics common among human seasonal strains. It will take a more extended period to reach the hypothesized equilibrium. Actually, by analysing retrospective changes of codon biases of human seasonal H1 and H3 strains isolated from 1918 to 2006, Wong *et al*.^[@DSR005C27]^ found the overall reduction of G + C% during the course of their evolutions with Corresponding Analysis. We thus examined whether BLSOM could detect the retrospective long-period changes in codon biases in human seasonal H1 and H3 strains. On the codon-BLSOM listed in Fig. [3](#DSR005F3){ref-type="fig"}A, human H1N1 or H3N2 strains that were isolated in the five different periods were separately coloured in light or dark blue for H1N1 or H3N2 strains, respectively (Fig. [3](#DSR005F3){ref-type="fig"}D). Strains isolated before 1975 (shown in the panel '--1974') were located around the border between the human and avian territories, and pandemic descendants (shown in the panels specifying the time period) moved apart from the avian territory (achromatic in Fig. [3](#DSR005F3){ref-type="fig"}D). If human viruses had changed their sequences solely by stochastic processes, pandemic descendants should move primarily in a non-directional way from year to year. Absence of such non-directional movements indicated a directional pressure during the course of establishment of human seasonal strains after the onset of their new pandemics. This finding also showed that BLSOM had a power to visualize evolutionary histories of various subtype viruses, and more importantly to visualize any categories of strains, in which experimental and medical groups will be interested.

3.7.. Segments separately analysed {#s3g}
----------------------------------

At the onset of a new pandemic, re-assortment of virus genome segments in a certain host (e.g. swine) and successive invasion of the new re-assortant into the human population were often essential.^[@DSR005C17],[@DSR005C18],[@DSR005C24],[@DSR005C32]^ Therefore, we next analysed sequences of eight segments separately, which were derived from approximately 5300 strains including 170 H1N1/09 strains isolated in the early stage. The length of the shortest segment (segment 8) is approximately 0.8 kb, and therefore, enough clustering power can be expected as already shown in Fig. [1](#DSR005F1){ref-type="fig"}A. Tetra-BLSOMs for eight segments are presented separately in Fig. [5](#DSR005F5){ref-type="fig"}A; clear clustering of sequences according to host was observed for all segments, and this was true also for di-, tri-, and codon-BLSOMs (data not shown). Segment 2 of H1N1/09 was in close proximity to the human territory, but some other segments (e.g. segments 1 and 3) were within the avian territory. This similarity of the oligonucleotide composition of H1N1/09 with that of human, swine, or avian viruses was consistent with the findings obtained by conventional phylogenetic studies.^[@DSR005C17],[@DSR005C18]^ For example, segment 1 in H1N1/09 was shown to be derived originally from avian strains in the phylogenetic studies, and sequences of segment 1 in the H1N1/09 strains isolated in the early stage were located within the avian territory on BLSOM (Fig. [5](#DSR005F5){ref-type="fig"}A), supporting their evolutionary origin disclosed previously by the phylogenetic studies. During the course of the H1N1/09 evolution, sequence characteristics in segment 1 may have changed towards the characteristics of seasonal human viruses in order to adapt to the new host cellular environments, and this will be examined in the last part of this paper. Sequences of segment 2, which was evolutionarily derived from human strains, were located between human and avian territories, again supporting their evolutionary origin. Figure 5.Tetra-BLSOMs for eight genome segments derived from human, avian, and swine viruses. (A) Gene product name was listed along with the segment number. Lattice points were indicated in colours representing the hosts, as described in Fig. [1](#DSR005F1){ref-type="fig"}B, and thus a zone for H1N1/09 was in dark green. (B) Examples of avian strains whose segments were located in close proximity to human and/or swine segments were marked in light green or blue to specify the geographical areas where the subtype strains were isolated: segment 2 of H7N2 strains and segment 4 of H5N2 strains that were isolated in New York (NY), segment 4 of H5N2 strains isolated in Minnesota (MN), H6N1 for segment 6 isolated in Taiwan and Hong Kong (HK), and segment 6 of H9N2 strains isolated in Wisconsin (WI) and Hong Kong (HK). Segments of other avian strains were in red and segments from other hosts were achromatic, but a zone for H1N1/09 was marked in dark green for reference to help recognize the position in (A).

Importantly, approximately 5300 sequences were effectively characterized and visualized on one map, supporting efficient knowledge discovery such as those described in what follows. In Fig. [1](#DSR005F1){ref-type="fig"}C (Avi Sub near Hum Sub), we present examples of avian subtype strains that were in close proximity to human and/or swine territories for four subtypes, along with the geographical information of places where the subtype strains were isolated. This provided the information of their similarity at a strain level, potentially unveiling their evolutionary histories at a strain level. In contrast, BLSOM analyses of individual segments presented in Fig. [5](#DSR005F5){ref-type="fig"}A may provide evolutionary histories at a segment level. Visualization and identification of avian- or swine-virus segments whose oligonucleotide and codon compositions were closely related to those of humans should be valuable for predicting candidate strains that may cause pandemics among humans after segment re-assortment. For example, by summarizing potentially hazardous segments, we may specify avian strains that will come to resemble the human or swine strains with re-assortment of only a few segments. This type of information should be very valuable for gaining new perspectives on systematic surveillance of viruses presenting potential hazards. By analysing a large number of virus sequences collectively, BLSOM can efficiently discern such hazardous segments and strains on the basis of its strong visualization power.

Identification of codons or oligonucleotides that are preferred in individual hosts (Table [1](#DSR005TB1){ref-type="table"}) may also provide novel information to aid the design of vaccine candidate strains with high growth rates for supporting high-yield vaccine production and/or the design of generation of recombinant influenza viruses containing various mutations in their genes,^[@DSR005C36]^ which will stably be maintained through infection cycles by avoiding unfavourable codons and oligonucleotides.

3.8.. Confirmation of sequence changes on a basis of sequence homology searches {#s3h}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To further test the feasibility of the present strategy for predicting directional changes in H1N1/09 sequences, we compared the gene sequences of the strain that was isolated in the very early stage of the pandemic (California/04/2009) with the sequences from approximately 100 H1N1/09 strains that were isolated in the latest stage of the 2009 pandemic (after 1 December 2009). As observed in time-series changes on oligonucleotide- and codon-BLSOMs in Figs. [2](#DSR005F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#DSR005F3){ref-type="fig"}B, a significant level of sequence changes appeared to have accumulated in the H1N1/09 strains during the course of the 2009 pandemic. Next, we analysed base changes at a gene sequence level after alignment with BLAST search, by focusing only on protein-coding sequences because one purpose of the analysis was to recognize changes in codon usage. Furthermore, the exclusion of UTR sequences enabled us to avoid mistakes and/or uncertainties with regard to sequence alignments, which increased significantly for UTR sequences. For each gene of the 100 strains isolated at the latest stage in the 2009 pandemic, nucleotide positions where the base was changed from the sequence of the very early isolated strain were searched for. Then, by keeping focus on the base-changed positions, the number of the codons or oligonucleotides indicated in bold italic letters in the 'Preferred in avian viruses' column in Table [1](#DSR005TB1){ref-type="table"} (i.e. codons or oligonucleotides predicted to decrees in the near future) that were actually lost or gained in each strain isolated in the latest stage was calculated and summed for the 100 strains (Dec or Inc in Table [2](#DSR005TB2){ref-type="table"}). In this summation, the same mutation found for more than one strain was treated as one change, because it was uncertain whether this base change occurred independently. The number of the lost codons or oligonucleotides of attention exceeded generically the number of those gained (Table [2](#DSR005TB2){ref-type="table"}) (red vertical bars in Fig. [6](#DSR005F6){ref-type="fig"}), supporting the view that the unfavourable codons or oligonucleotides predicted with BLSOM analyses actually had a higher tendency to be lost at the gene sequence level. Notably, this tendency differed among segments. For example, the tendency was evident in segment 1 harbouring PB2 gene (Fig. [6](#DSR005F6){ref-type="fig"}): approximately two times more losses than gains in total (97/185: Inc/Dec in Table [2](#DSR005TB2){ref-type="table"}). It should be mentioned that the PB2 of the H1N1/09 was derived from an avian virus.^[@DSR005C17],[@DSR005C18]^ In the case of the segment-2-harbouring PB1gene, which was originally derived from the human seasonal virus, the tendency was less evident and slightly reversed (Fig. [6](#DSR005F6){ref-type="fig"}) (147/139 in Table [2](#DSR005TB2){ref-type="table"}), suggesting that a large portion of the base changes observed in this gene might represent non-directional, stochastic mutation processes. Table 2.Increase or decrease of codons or oligonucleotides favourable in avian and H1N1/09 virusesSegment 1 (Inc/Dec)Segment 2 (Inc/Dec)Segment 3 (Inc/Dec)Segment 4 (Inc/Dec)Segment 5 (Inc/Dec)Segment 6 (Inc/Dec)Segment 7 (Inc/Dec)Segment 8 (Inc/Dec)Codon16/3127/2420/1913/329/1810/125/106/6Di53/9581/7161/8060/6839/3645/3516/2214/18Tri13/2617/1723/2420/1914/1914/254/104/5Tetra15/3322/2724/3422/1818/1912/125/812/13Sum97/185147/139128/157115/13780/9281/8430/5036/42[^4] Figure 6.Sequence changes observed in the strains isolated in the latest stage in the 2009 pandemic from an H1N1/09 strain isolated in a very early stage. The ratios 'Inc/Dec' for Sum (summation of di-, tri-, and tetranucleotides and codons) in Tables [2](#DSR005TB2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#DSR005TB3){ref-type="table"} were shown in red and green, respectively. Table 3.Increase or decrease of codons or oligonucleotides favourable in seasonal human viruses but not in H1N1/09Segment 1 (Inc/Dec)Segment 2 (Inc/Dec)Segment 3 (Inc/Dec)Segment 4 (Inc/Dec)Segment 5 (Inc/Dec)Segment 6 (Inc/Dec)Segment 7 (Inc/Dec)Segment 8 (Inc/Dec)Codon40/2736/3132/2634/1618/1325/1216/410/12Di25/2226/1826/1240/2519/925/1414/39/8Tri33/2032/2533/1447/3822/928/1716/317/11Tetra55/2847/3324/3047/3916/1736/1817/613/9Sum153/97141/107115/82168/11875/48114/6163/1649/40[^5]

In Table [3](#DSR005TB3){ref-type="table"}, the number of codons or oligonucleotides favourable for seasonal human viruses but not for both H1N1/09 and avian viruses (i.e. codons or oligonucleotides predicted to increase in the near future) that were actually gained or lost in the strains isolated in the latest stage was listed (Inc or Dec in Table [3](#DSR005TB3){ref-type="table"}). In this case, the number of the gained codons or oligonucleotides exceeded the number of those lost (green vertical bars in Fig. [6](#DSR005F6){ref-type="fig"}), supporting the view that the favourable codons or oligonucleotides predicted with BLSOM were actually favourable for growth in human cellular environments. The tendency again differed among segments, and this was evident in segments 1, 6, and 7 but less evident in segment 2 (Table [3](#DSR005TB3){ref-type="table"}) (Fig. [6](#DSR005F6){ref-type="fig"}). General trend of the difference among segments was similar with that observed in Table [2](#DSR005TB2){ref-type="table"}, but the direction was reversed. Although one important factor contributing to the difference among segments appeared to be due to the difference in their evolutionary histories, there should exist other factors which are related to adaptation mechanisms of an invader virus in a new host. For example, the high level of losses of unfavourable codons and oligonucleotides and of gains of favourable codons and oligonucleotides in segment 1 suggests a possibility that the PB2 protein and/or RNA of the invader viruses may feel foreign in the human cellular environment because of its interaction with various host cellular factors.^[@DSR005C25],[@DSR005C32],[@DSR005C33],[@DSR005C37]^ Detailed inspection of differences among genes may provide information about molecular mechanisms of adaptation processes in a new host, and therefore, additional information useful for predicting sequence changes which will occur in the invader virus genome in the near future. Effects of these predicted sequence changes on protein functions, including bindings with antiviral drugs and antibodies, can be studied in detail.
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